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assessment focussed on ranking and classifying,

not on developing 21st century skills
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1   purposes

how many different purposes 

of assessment can you think of?



1   purposes

1. rate students

2. rate professor and course

3. motivate students to keep up with work

4. provide feedback on learning to students

5. provide feedback to instructor

6. provide instructional accountability

7. improve teaching and learning
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what is the meaning/definition of…?
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Thinking skills

REMEMBERING

UNDERSTANDING

APPLYING

ANALYZING

EVALUATING

CREATING
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On a Saturday afternoon, you pull into a parking lot with un-
metered spaces near a shopping area. You circle around, but 
there are no empty spots. You decide to wait at one end of 
the lot, where you can see (and command) about 20 spaces.
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there are no empty spots. You decide to wait at one end of 
the lot, where you can see (and command) about 20 spaces. 

How long do you have to wait before someone frees up a 
space?
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On a Saturday afternoon, you pull into a parking lot with un-
metered spaces near a shopping area. You circle around, but 
there are no empty spots. You decide to wait at one end of 
the lot, where you can see (and command) about 20 spaces. 
On average people shop for 2 hours.

How long do you have to wait before someone frees up a 
space?
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On a Saturday afternoon, you pull into a parking lot with un-
metered spaces near a shopping area. You circle around, but 
there are no empty spots. You decide to wait at one end of 
the lot, where you can see (and command) about 20 spaces. 
On average people shop for 2 hours.

Assuming people leave at regularly-spaced intervals, how 
long do you have to wait before someone frees up a space?
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On a Saturday afternoon, you pull into a parking lot with 
unmetered spaces near a shopping area, where people are 
known to shop, on average, for 2 hours. You circle around, 
but there are no empty spots. You decide to wait at one end 
of the lot, where you can see (and command) about 20  
spaces.

How long do you have to wait before someone frees up a 
space?
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computers 
can do this!
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problem outcome
approach 3

approach 2

approach 1

grading incompatible with real problem solving
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Final  Exam
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high-stakes examinations promote cramming
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information stored in short-term memoryno retention

no transfer



grades: measure of standing relative to others
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grades: measure of standing relative to others

feedback: reflection on what has been learnt
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assessment produces a conflict

coach or judge?
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conflict resolved by:

objectivity (fairness, reliability)
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… but …
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only lowest order thinking skills

can be judged objectively
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and then there is…

• grade inflation

• cheating
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open-book exam
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objective ranking: a myth
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focus on skills, not content3
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Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe, Understanding by Design (Prentice Hall, 2001)
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Traditional approach to course planning

course determined by content

assessmentcourse
content
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resolve coach/judge conflict4



use external evaluators
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peer- and self-assessment
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Calibrated Peer Review
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Step 1: assignment & rubric
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Rubric  for Calibrated Peer Review

1 = needs improvement

2 = satisfactory

3 = admirable

does not meet expectations entirely

meets expectations 

(what you should aim for)

exceeds expectations

(rarely selected)

Structure
Title

Wordy, long, unimaginative, or 

inappropriate title

Basic title 

Catchy title drawing audience into article

Opening

Missing a "hook" or a lead in the first 

paragraphs AND does not orient reader 

to subject

Hook or lead present OR first few 

paragraphs orient reader to subject

Compelling audience appropriate hook or 

lead present AND first few paragraphs orient 

lay reader to subject

Paragraph length

Many paragraphs are long (6 or more 

sentences)

Some paragraphs are long (6 or more 

sentences), most are short (1-5 sentences)
All paragraphs are short (1-5 sentences)

Organization

Lacks organization, no logical headings, 

no transitions between paragraphs

A few headings OR most paragraphs 

linked by transitions 

Headings structure paper in organized, 

logical way AND paragraphs linked by 

transitions

Closing

Does not end compellingly or with an 

important idea AND does not tie back to 

opening

Summary-like closing, but does not tie 

back to title or opening hook

Ends compellingly with an important idea or 

though provoking question AND ties back to 

title and opening hook

Content/Ideas
Scientific facts

Contains incorrect, misstated, irrelevant, 

or unnecessary facts

All facts are 100% correct, relevant, and 

necessary

Sources/evidence

Does not back up facts with proper, 

convincing, or interesting sources or 

evidence

Most, but not all, facts backed up with 

proper, convincing, or interesting sources 

or evidence

Includes fact-checked expert and/or lay 

testimony (newspaper article only)

Creativity

Mostly predictable based on available 

material

Some originality apparent

Original presentation of material; uses the 

unexpected to capture attention

Audience awareness

Material inappropriate OR not aimed at 

target audience; Contains unexplained 

scientific jargon, colloquialisms, or 

acronyms

Material appropriate and aimed at target 

audience AND mostly avoids scientific 

jargon, contains no colloquialisms or 

acronyms, and mostly uses clearly 

defined scientific terms

Material appropriate and aimed at target 

audience AND relates to practical/everyday 

concerns AND uses analogies or other 

techniques to relate unfamiliar content to 

familiar concepts; no jargon, colloquialisms, 

or acronyms

WRITING RUBRIC
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Step 2: upload

Step 3: review
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Bright
	  new	  

additi
on	  to	  

night	  
sky	  

inspir
es	  fea

r	  and	  
awe	  –

	  Mona	  Li
sa	  

 
By now everyone has noticed the 

unmistakable new addition to our sky, which 

outshines the brightest star at night and 

continues to shine alongside the sun during 

the day. None of us have seen such a sight in 

the course of our lives and for many it has 

served as a jarring reminder of the violent 

and powerful cosmic events that occur in 

what often appears to be a calm and constant 

sky. 
This new and glaring addition that 

has been the source of so many fears is in 

fact a very bright supernova which scientists 

are calling SN2009A, following standard 

naming conventions. A supernova is a star 

which has reached the end of its lifetime and 

exploded, releasing massive amounts of 

energy outwards into surrounding space. It 

is precisely the brightening of the star, as its 

outer layers are blasted outward, that we see 

when we look skyward. Supernova 

explosions are so energetic that to put them 

in perspective one may consider the 

magnitude of an explosion that would result 

from detonating 1028  megatons of TNT. 

That’s equal to three million times the mass 

of our sun! Supernova explosions are some 

of the brightest events in our universe and 

often even out-shine the entire galaxies 

which contain them. 

SN2009A only appeared very 

recently in our sky but scientists have 

already been busy gathering information 

about its origins. For one, it is known that 

the supernova is not in our galaxy. Scientists 

have also been able to determine that this 

supernova caused strong gamma-ray 

emissions, and gamma-rays are the highest 

energy form of radiation. Luckily, it has 

been determined that the brunt of these 

emissions will not be incident upon the 

Earth. From these clues, astronomers have 

been able to deduce that the supernova will 

most likely be categorized as a Type Ib or 

Type Ic supernova. This means that the 

supernova was most likely the result of a 

massive star which reached the end of its 

life, suffered a core collapse, and was 

stripped of some of its outer layers before 

exploding. Scientists further believe that 

SN2009A may be a supernova of this type 

because it is believed that without some of 

the outer layers, with an asymmetric 

explosion, and with rapid rotation, these 

types of supernovae may result in intense 

beams of gamma-rays (much like those that 

are believed to have been emitted) called 

gamma-ray bursts along their axes of 

rotation. If this were the case, the chances of 

the axis of rotation being aligned with Earth 

would be quite slim and most of the gamma-

ray radiation would miss the Earth, as 

appears to be the case. 

Most of the anxiety surrounding the 

appearance of SN2009A in our skies seems 

to revolve around the fear of gamma-rays, 

which are highly energetic electromagnetic 

waves. In truth, the Earth is exposed to 

gamma-rays from the nuclear reactions that 

power the sun on a daily basis but they do 

not harm life on Earth because they are 

absorbed by the atmosphere. It is true that if 

energetic enough gamma-rays, such as may 

be emitted by a nearby gamma-ray burst 

(one of the most energetic objects in the 

universe), were to be incident on our 

atmosphere, they could do damage to life on 

Earth. Gamma-rays not only have the 

potential to damage and weaken the Earth’s 

atmosphere by depleting the ozone layer but 

they may also damage life directly by either 

killing living things or causing genetic 

mutation. Enough damage done to the 

atmosphere could rid Earth of the necessary 

protection from radiation that is currently 

provided and even alter the Earth’s climate 

to the point where the planet ceases to 

sustain life. Some scientists have even 

suggested that gamma-ray bursts may have 
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January 20, 2009  

OBSERVATORY  

Spectacular Supernova Observed Worldwide  

By John Glenn  

New York, N.Y. – People around the world witnessed the brightest exploding star, or supernova, 

in recorded history this morning. The supernova, named SN2009Z, first lit up the sky at 4:14 AM 

Eastern Time, appearing as bright as the full moon. After the initial flash, the supernova 

continued to shine for several hours.  

Traffic was interrupted in New York City, as early-rising pedestrians and drivers paused mid-

street to look up at the amazing sight. As of press time, the supernova had disappeared over the 

Western horizon. Recent reports from the Associated Press World Headlines indicate the 

supernova’s spectacular display is now forming over Asian and northern Australian skies.  

What makes supernovae? 

 
The exact sequence of events that occurs in a supernova is not well understood, but the 

general outline is as follows.  A massive star some 150 times the size of our sun, after having 

burned for billions of years, begins to run out of fuel (in this case, hydrogen in the star's 

central core).  As the central furnace winds down, it ceases to produce an outward force to 

counter gravity, and the core collapses under its own weight.   

 
Towards the end of this collapse a shock wave forms, which is responsible for a gigantic flash 

of light, one that emits as much energy as our sun will over its entire lifetime.  This is what we 

witnessed in the sky this morning. The remains of the star will continue to collapse to a single 

point, a so-called black hole from which no nearby matter can escape.   

 
This black hole is in turn responsible for the emission of tremendous burst of gamma rays.  As 

stellar gas spirals into the black hole, it forms a high-temperature, high-energy disk.  Jets of 

matter moving at nearly the speed of light are ejected perpendicular to this disk, and it is only 

in a narrow beam along these jets that radiation (in the form of gamma rays) is emitted.   

 
In some ways, gamma-ray bursts are similar to shotgun blasts.  Even if the gun isn't fired at 

you, you can still see when it goes off because the explosion that expels the shot also produces 

a flash of light observable to anyone in the viewable range.  However, to “observe” the pellets 

themselves you must be standing dangerously close, practically in the line of fire.   

 
Today’s pre-dawn burst of light was simply the muzzle flash from a cosmic shotgun. You 

 
 Physics 95: Final Assignment  Galileo 

20 January 2008  

Yesterday at about 4 p.m., I observed a  peculiarly bright object the size of the Moon 

appeared in the sky. A glowing flash emitted from the object, which lasted a few 

seconds, accompanied its appearance. The object remains shining still today and I saw 

it even in broad daylight. How did this unprecedented event come about? What will be 

its consequences for Earth? In order to understand this historic event that no generation 

on Earth will most likely ever see again, we have to look far beyond the Earth and our 

galaxie. To fully appreciate it and not be alarmed by this phenomenon we must firstly 

understand the life cycle of stars and how they die. Our solar system has been 

classified as consisting of eight planets (Earth, Mars, etc), smaller “dwarf planets” 

(Pluto, etc.), various “natural satellites” (Moon, etc.), and all sorts of interplanetary dust.
1 

All these objects are held together by the system’s centre – the Sun, through the force 

attracting massive objects called gravity. When I look up in the sky at night what I see  

mostly tiny bright glittering dots – the stars. Astronomers estimate that there are about 

100 billion galaxies (collections of stars) in the Universe, each consisting of roughly 10 

billion stars.
2 

In this unimaginably vast collection of stars, the Sun is just one member of 

the group. All of its physical and chemical properties are completely equivalent to any of 

the other stars we see in the sky. In fact, the Sun is a relatively small star compared to 

sizes of other stars, billions of light-years away.
3 

 
1	  
For classification and nomenclature of objects in the Solar System see International 

Astronomical Union, Gazetteer of Planetary Nomenclature, URL: <http://planetarynames.wr.usgs.gov/>, 

Last Updated: 16 Jan 2009. 2	  NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, The Number of Stars, URL: < 

http://imagine.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/ask_astro/answers/970115.html>, Last Updated: 1 Dec 2005.
3 
1 light-

year is the distance travelled by light (fastest moving thing in the Universe) in 1 year. It equals 

approximately 10 trillion kilometres.  
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